Quick-Service Meals

Bay Lake Tower at Disney's Contemporary Resort
Cove Bar \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's All-Star Movies Resort
World Premiere Food Court \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's All-Star Music Resort
Intermission Food Court \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's All-Star Sports Resort
End Zone Food Court \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge and Villas - Jambo House
The Mara \(\text{L D}\)
Uzima Springs Pool Bar \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge and Villas - Kidani Village
Maji Pool Bar \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Art of Animation Resort
Landscape of Flavors \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's BoardWalk Inn and Villas
Belle Vue Lounge \(\text{L D}\)
BoardWalk Bakery \(\text{L D}\)
Leaping Horse Libations \(\text{L D}\)
Pizza Window \(\text{L D}\)
The To-Go Cart \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Caribbean Beach Resort
Centertown Market \(\text{L D}\)
Spyglass Grill \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Contemporary Resort
Contempo Cafe \(\text{L D}\)
The Sand Bar \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Coronado Springs Resort
Café Rix \(\text{L D}\)
El Mercado de Coronado \(\text{L D}\)
Siestas Cantina \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Fort Wilderness Resort & Campground
The Chuck Wagon \(\text{D}\)
Meadow Snack Bar \(\text{L D}\)
P & J's Southern Takeout \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Grand Floridian Resort & Spa
Beaches Pool Bar & Grill \(\text{L D}\)
Courtyard Pool Bar \(\text{L D}\)
Gasparilla Island Grill \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Old Key West Resort
Good's Food to Go \(\text{L D}\)
Turtle Shack Poolside Snacks \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Polynesian Village Resort
Capt. Cook's \(\text{L D}\)
Oasis Bar & Grill \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Pop Century Resort
Everything POP Shopping & Dining \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Port Orleans Resort
Riverside Mill Food Court \(\text{L D}\)
Sassagoula Floatworks and Food Factory \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Saratoga Springs Resort & Spa
The Artist's Palette \(\text{L D}\)
Backstretch Pool Bar \(\text{L D}\)
The Paddock Grill \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Wilderness Lodge
Geyser Point Bar & Grill \(\text{L D}\)
Roaring Fork \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Yacht & Beach Club Resorts
Beach Club Marketplace \(\text{L D}\)
Hurricane Hanna's Waterside Bar and Grill \(\text{L D}\)
The Market at Ale & Compass \(\text{L D}\)

Disney Springs®
4R Cantina Barbacoa Food Truck \(\text{L D}\)
Amorette's Patisserie \(\text{L D}\)
AristoCrepes \(\text{L D}\)
B.B. Wolf's Sausage Co. \(\text{L D}\)
The Basket at Wine Bar George \(\text{L D}\)
Blaze Fast-Fire'd Pizza \(\text{L D}\)
Bongos Cuban Café™ Express \(\text{L D}\)
Chicken Guy! \(\text{L D}\)
Cookes of Dublin \(\text{L D}\)
D-Luxe Burger \(\text{L D}\)
The Daily Poutine \(\text{L D}\)
EARL OF SANDWICH® \(\text{L D}\)
Food Trucks at Exposition Park \(\text{L D}\)
Marketplace Snacks \(\text{L D}\)
Morimoto Asia™ Street Food \(\text{L D}\)
Pizza Ponte \(\text{L D}\)
The Polite Pig \(\text{L D}\)
The Smokehouse at House of Blues® \(\text{L D}\)
STARBUCKS® at Disney Springs® Marketplace \(\text{L D}\)
STARBUCKS® at Disney Springs® West Side \(\text{L D}\)
Wolfgang Puck® Express \(\text{L D}\)
YeSake \(\text{L D}\)

Magic Kingdom® Park
Be Our Guest Restaurant \(\text{L D}\)
Casey’s Corner \(\text{L D}\)
Columbia Harbour House \(\text{L D}\)
Cosmic Ray’s Starlight Café \(\text{L D}\)
The Friar’s Nook \(\text{L D}\)
Golden Oak Outpost \(\text{L D}\)
The Lunching Pad \(\text{L D}\)
Main Street Bakery \(\text{L D}\)
Pecos Bill Tall Tale Inn and Cafe \(\text{L D}\)
Pinocchio Village Haus \(\text{L D}\)
Tomorrowland Terrace Restaurant* \(\text{L D}\)
Tortuga Tavern* \(\text{L D}\)

Epcot®
Electric Umbrella \(\text{L D}\)
Fife & Drum Tavern \(\text{L D}\)
Fountain View \(\text{L D}\)
Katsura Grill \(\text{L D}\)
Kringla Bakeri Og Kafe \(\text{L D}\)
La Cantina de San Angel \(\text{L D}\)
Les Halles Boulangerie-Patisserie \(\text{L D}\)
Liberty Inn \(\text{L D}\)
Lotus Blossom Café \(\text{L D}\)
Promenade Refreshments* \(\text{L D}\)
Refreshment Outpost \(\text{L D}\)
Refreshment Port \(\text{L D}\)
Sommerfest \(\text{L D}\)
Sunshine Seasons \(\text{L D}\)
Tangierine Café \(\text{L D}\)
Yorkshire County Fish Shop \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Hollywood Studios®
ABC Commissary \(\text{L D}\)
Backlot Express \(\text{L D}\)
Catalina Eddie's* \(\text{L D}\)
Dockside Diner \(\text{L D}\)
Fairfax Fare \(\text{L D}\)
Pizarro® \(\text{L D}\)
Rosie's All-American Café \(\text{L D}\)
Sunshine Day Café* \(\text{L D}\)
The Trolley Car Café \(\text{L D}\)
Woolsey's Lunch Box \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Animal Kingdom® Theme Park
Creature Comforts \(\text{L D}\)
Flame Tree Barbecue \(\text{L D}\)
Harambe Market \(\text{L D}\)
Pizzafarm \(\text{L D}\)
Restaurantsaurus \(\text{L D}\)
Satu’li Canteen \(\text{L D}\)
Yak & Yeti® Local Food Cafes \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Blizzard Beach Water Park
Avalunch \(\text{L D}\)
Cooling Hut \(\text{L D}\)
Lottawatta Lodge \(\text{L D}\)

Disney's Typhoon Lagoon Water Park
Leaning Palms \(\text{L D}\)
Lowtide Lou's* \(\text{L D}\)
Snack Shack* \(\text{L D}\)
Surf Doggies \(\text{L D}\)
Typhoon Tilly's* \(\text{L D}\)

ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex
ESPN Wide World of Sports Grill \(\text{L D}\)

Disney dining plan locations are subject to change without notice or liability. Theme Park admission is required for some dining locations. Operational hours may vary.
Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge and Villas - Jambo House
Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge and Villas - Kidani Village
Disney’s BoardWalk Inn and Villas
Disney’s Contemporary Resort
Disney's Yacht & Beach Club Resorts
Disney's Animal Kingdom Theme Park
Disney Springs

Disney’s Hollywood Studios

Disney’s Polynesian Village Resort

Signature Dining

Dinner Shows